1. BRIAN MORRELL- Shoreham/Wading River, P/INF: Two-way prospect who is garnering college interest from top 50 programs. Offensively he is a constant power threat. Defensively he has the ability to play the left side of the infield. On the mound he possesses a mid to upper-80’s FB with a sharp slider.

2. MIKE PALAZZOLO- Half Hollow Hills East, SS: Stony Brook University Bound- he is the 1st commitment in the 2017 class from Long Island. He possesses polished and advanced offensive and defensive skill sets. One of the top SS in the region. Had many college offers from top 50 programs. Gave verbal commitment to Stony Brook in February.

3. BRAD CAMARDA- Half Hollow Hills West, RHP: Possesses a FB in the mid-80’s. Sweeping slider with a developing change up. Terrific mound presence. Keeps ball down in zone. Has + sink to FB.

4. CHRIS CAPPAS- Kellenberg, OF/LHP: Athletic player with the ability to play 2 premium positions at a high level. Very high ceiling. Quick hands offensively with gap to gap capabilities. Pounds the strikezone on the mound. Low to mid-80’s FB.

5. PATRICK DOOLEY- Half Hollow Hills East, RHP: Uses a mid-80’s FB with a developing breaking ball. Attacks hitters with a good pace.

6. BOBBY LEWIS- MacArthur, RHP: Prototypical power righty build. Outstanding competitor that uses a mid-80’s FB and an array of off-speed pitches to his advantage. Has true potential as RH power arm.

7. JOE GRECO- Bellport, SS/RHP: Great versatility defensively allows him to play multiple infield positions. Offensively he has one of the best bats in the 2017 class. Will garner high interest from college programs.

8. CHRIS STEFL- Floral Park, P/INF: Has ability to make a major impact as a 2-way player. Power arm with a breaking ball that has good depth. Has power at the plate. Very solid prospect. Started on varsity as freshman.

9. ANTHONY SIROKA- Sachem East, P/INF: Excellent 2-way player. Very projectable on the mound. FB has late life with + movement. LH hitter with power who projects as middle of order hitter. Soft hands defensively.

10. CAMERON TOMAIKO- St. Anthony’s, OF: Smooth LH hitting prospect with all the tools. Has + bat speed with power. Runs well. Covers a lot of ground defensively. Well above average arm.

11. MATT LAWLR- Bayshore, RHP: At an imposing 6’6” stature, his FB ranges in the mid-80’s with developing off speed pitches. Has a very high ceiling on the mound.

12. LUKE O’MAHONY- Massapequa, 1B: At 6’1” he is an athletic and versatile player. He has outstanding bat speed with power potential. High baseball IQ which produces his very good base running ability.

13. RYAN KARP- Holy Trinity, SS: Has a 6’2” wiry frame who has really improved his skill set within the past year. Has the ability defensively to play multiple positions. Has a solid approach offensively.


14. CHRIS LOLLO- Sachem North, 1B/LHP: LH who shows power to all fields. Solid approach at the plate. Tough out. Good feel around 1B with soft hands. Developing into a solid pitcher with low-80’s FB and developing a breaking ball.
15. PETER THEODORELLIS- Commack, P/OF: Toolsy player with line drive abilities offensively. Excellent defensive outfielder. With an outstanding arm. On the mound he uses a mid-80’s FB with a sharp 12/6 breaking ball.

16. MICHAEL BRADLEY- William Floyd, 3B: Physical player with very soft hands defensively. Gap to gap capabilities offensively with potential power.

17. NICK TRABACCHI- Smithtown West, INF/P: Slick fielding middle infielder with good range. Offensively has good bat speed with a good approach. On the mound he uses a low to mid-80’s FB with good command of his secondary pitches.

18. JAMES WEISMAN- Rocky Point, OF/P: Uses a compact swing with line drive capabilities. Defensively he is a solid outfielder with an above avg arm. Has a low-80’s FB.

19. ANTONIO DEODATO- Wheatley, LHP: Uses a low-80’s FB and command and control of his secondary pitches. Has great mound presence. Controls the game. As he adds strength, FB velocity should jump.


22. BRAD MALM- Pat-Med, INF: Varsity starter as a sophomore. Very sure handed with an accurate throwing arm. Offensively he is a good approach with developing gap to gap capabilities.

23. MATT FERRARO- Chaminade, 1B/C: Cerebral player offensively and is rarely over matched. Has gap to gap power. Consistently squares baseball up. Defensively he has the ability to play both corner positions.

24. JAKE McCARTHY- Northport, 3B/P: Aggressive approach offensively and defensively. Plays the game with a very high energy level. Power arm on mound. Low to mid-80’s FB.

25. JOE ROSELLI- Ward Melville, OF: Starting as a sophomore for a very good HS baseball program. Has shown line drive capabilities offensively with a short compact swing. Defensively he covers a lot of ground in the OF with a very good first step to the baseball.

26. ROB BRUST- William Floyd, C: Physical catcher with an improving skill set defensively. Pop times are 2.1-2.2. Offensively he has developing gap to gap power.

27. JAKE LIBERATORE- Bayport/Blue Point, INF/P: Has good understanding of the game. Can play all infield positions with good arm strength. Solid line-drive hitter with high contact rate. High OBP guy. Contributes on the mound.

28. JIMMY JOYCE- Wantagh, INF/P: Has a mid-80’s FB and a live arm. Ball gets on top of hitters quickly. Good athlete with ability to play SS. Has very good upside. Interesting prospect.

29. REMY BAILEY- Westbury, OF: Has the ability to play multiple positions. Outstanding teammate. Offensively he has developed a very good approach and gives you quality at bats.

30. ANDREW RUSSELL- Kellenberg, MInf: Cerebral player. Has very quick hands & feet. Plus defender with good lateral movement. Offensive game is improving. Has productive AB’s and is patient in his approach.


32. RICH MAROONEY- Garden City, OF: Has ability to be an impact bat on offensive end. Very aggressive swing with + bat speed. Ball jumps off bat. Above average runner.

33. BRIAN FORBES- Rocky Point, OF/1B: Strong offensive player. Powerful swing but also high contact hitter. Uses all fields well. Has + arm strength.

34. BRIAN MORRISSEY- Commack, P: Very projectable RHP. Long lanky pitchers build with a lot of room to add strength. Has low-80’s FB with sharp breaking ball. Throws downhill. Very big upside.

35. MATT BOYKO- Clarke, LHP: Developing into an outstanding LHP with a FB in the low to mid-80’s. Improved secondary pitches. Interesting prospect on the mound.
36. **CHAD PIKE- Southampton, INF/P:** Versatile player with an outstanding baseball IQ. On the mound he has a high-70’s to low-80’s with a polished breaking ball. LH hitting MINF who uses all fields.


38. **CHRIS WASSON- Massapequa, INF/P:** Sure handed INF with + arm. Grinds out AB’s on offensive end. Very tough out. Developing on the mound.

39. **BRANDEN FALCO- Kings Park, 1B:** Athletic 6’1” frame and has the ability to play both corner infield spots. Has a developing offensive approach. He has gap to gap power capabilities.

40. **BLAKE ADAMO- Hauppauge, C:** Excellent all around actions. Smooth behind the plate with soft hands. Solid arm strength. Has some power at the plate especially to pull side.

41. **KYLE LAGRUTTA- St. Anthony’s, C:** Polished defensive catcher with pop times from 2.0-2.15. Has improved offensively in the past year. Excellent blocking technique. Hard worker.

42. **JOHN POHLMAN- Commack, P:** Wiry 6’1” frame with a FB in the low-80’s. Likes to compete. Could project higher as the consistency in his secondary pitches develop.

43. **EJ CUMBO- Clarke, OF:** Excellent baseball IQ. Uses a short-hack swing to produce line drives. Has excellent defensive instincts. Very coachable player.

44. **JACK RYAN- John Glenn, C:** Prototypical catchers build. Outstanding leadership qualities. Possesses a 2.15-2.25 pop time. Offensively he has gap to gap power potential.

45. **MATT AUFIERO- Chaminade, 3B/P:** Good offensive player with gap to gap power. Improving defensive skills. Competitor on mound with good command of his off-speed pitch.

46. **MICHAEL DESANTI- St. Dominic’s, RHP:** Greatly improved this past year. Velocity has increased to low to mid-80’s FB. FB has late life. Developing off-speed pitch.

47. **MATT OVERTON- Hauppauge, INF/OF:** LH hitter with smooth classic swing. Excellent finish. Versatile defender who can play MINF and all three outfield positions.

48. **GANNON KENNEY-McGOWAN- Bethpage, P:** Big, strong athlete. Has + bat speed. Shows power potential. On the mound his FB sits in the low-80’s. Played varsity as a freshman.

49. **SEAN MCGUINNES- Centereach, INF/P:** Versatile defensive player. His increased strength physically leads to line drive capabilities offensively. On the mound he possesses a low-80’s FB with very good command of his off-speed pitches. Hard worker.

50. **MILES KELLY- Longwood, 1B:** LH Hitter with rare ability to be a legitimate power threat but who also can use all fields and take pitches the other way. Excellent offensive player.

### ADDITIONAL IMPACT PLAYERS

**ADDITIONAL IMPACT PLAYERS**

(LISTED IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER)

- **ANDRES ADAMES- Roosevelt, 1B**
- **RYAN ADELL- Center Moriches, P**
- **MATT ARASMO- West Hempstead, OF**
- **PAUL ARIOLA- Chaminade**
- **BLAKE ARMENTANO- Commack, OF/P**
- **ANDREW CAIN- Seaford, OF**
- **JON CALOURI- Valley Stream North, 1B**
- **PETER CAPEL- Hicksville, C**
- **JOE CARRAIO- East Islip, MINF**
- **NICK CASATELLI- Valley Stream North, P**
- **ROB CHIARELLI- St. Anthony’s, OF**
- **KEVIN CHAIMOWITZ- Mepham, 3B/P**
- **MATT COLLINS- Bethpage, 1B**
- **ADAM COMBS- Roslyn, OF**
- **MATT CORINALDESI- Chaminade, OF/INF**
- **TOM CRISPYN- Holy Trinity, 3B**
- **PAUL DIMAURU- Islip, P**
- **LOUIS DONO- Valley Stream South, C**
- **BRIAN DORIA- Wheatley, 1B/P**
- **KEVIN DUFFY- St. Dominic, C**
- **LIAM DVORAK- Chaminade, OF**
- **NICK EGAN- St. John the Baptist, P/INF**
- **BEN FABER- Roslyn, C**
- **NICK FAZIO- Kings Park, C**
- **JULIAN FRANCO- St. Anthony’s, OF**
- **DJ GATZ- Mt. Sinai, 3B**
JAKE GOLINO- Mt. Sinai, 3B
KENNY GORDON, Babylon, 2B
MATT HEFFERNAN- Mattituck, MINF
JAKE JACOBS- Commack, SS/P
JONAH KATZ- Kellenberg, C
JUSTIN KIMMEL- Plainview JFK, P/INF
KEVIN KOCHEN- Sachem North, P
ANTHONY LAMBROIA- Commack, C
NOAH LANDOW- Half Hollow Hills West, 2B
JAMES LOSEE- Oyster Bay, INF
MIKE LOVORIO- Bayshore, UTIL
FRED LUCAS- Baldwin, INF
AUSTIN MARS- Hicksville, P
JAMES McALEAVY- William Floyd, OF
ROBERT McDERMOTT- St. Dominic, INF
PAT McFARLAND- Southold, P
CONNOR MOLLER- Ward Melville, P/OF
DOM MORACE- Commack, OF
MAX MORRILL- Holy Trinity, INF/P
LIAM O’GARA- Chaminade, C/OF
AUSTIN PERI- Lindenhurst, OF
TOM PAULICH- Kellenberg, P
ALEX PIERCE- Hicksville, C
MATT PINTO - Massapequa, OF
LOUIS PUCCIO- Hampton Bays, P
JASON RODRIGUEZ- Roosevelt, OF
JOE SARNI- Hicksville, P
JAKE SEIDENBERG- Great Neck North, INF
JIMMY SEVIOUR- Smithtown Christian, P
JAMES SHERRY- Pierson, P
STEPHEN STRATEGAKOS- Baldwin, P
TOM SULLIVAN- Lynbrook, OF
HARRISON TREBLE- Oyster Bay, OF
GREG TSOUKAKOS- West Islip, INF
ANTHONY VANQ- Babylon, P
BRIAN WU- Herricks, P/OF
JOEY ZAWOL- Holy Trinity, INF